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ABSTRACT 

In Diptera, small-field retinotopic neurons supply achromatic 

motion sensitive neurons in the lobula plate, a region thought 

to control stabilization of yaw, pitch, and roll during 

flight. If different body shapes, and the flight performance 

associated with them, place specific demands on the design of 

control pathways, it might be expected that flies with long 

bodies and high aerodynamic pitch stability would show 

specific differences in the organization of such magnocellular 

achromatic networks. 

Striking differences emerge in the comparison of 9 

species. Tipulids and culicids possess small non-stratified 

lobula plates, containing only 2-3 large diameter neurons. In 

syrphids, all VS cells have wide diameters and overlapping 

fields covering 2-3 times more of the mosaic than those of 

calliphorids. In asilids (robber flies) vertical cells cannot 

be identified. 

Despite these differences, we observe a conserved 

relationship between terminals of lamina afferents with 

neurons in the medulla. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1 EVOLUTIONARY NEUROBIOLOGY, A NOVEL APPROACH. 

1.1 General Background 

In the study of vision, three insect groups have proven 

themselves as particularly amenable to investigation. These 

are the Hymenoptera (e.g. Apis mellifera), Orthoptera (e.g.. 

Locusta migratoria) and Diptera. The last includes species 

with a variety of different life styles and, accordingly, 

different sensory capabilities. A substantial volume of 

research has provided us information about the cellular 

composition and structural complexity of neuronal pathways 

involved both in elementary processing of visual primitives 

and in the integration of vision with other modalities 

essential to motor control. Neurons that are thought to play 

specific and necessary roles in visual integration pathways 

have been identified, described physiologically, and related 

to behavioral components. 

In studying systems that are numerically and 

organizationally complex, researchers have usually selected a 

few 'prototype' species and have focused on the organization 

of highly defined subsets of neurons so as to these as so-

called "model" systems. One consequence of this strategy is 

that it can serve as the basis for a novel comparative 
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approach. In this, wide ranging comparisons are used to 

determine the significance of evolutionary variation or 

conservation of elements of a functionally essential system 

which, provides the organism with information about visual 

flow and thus mediates visual stabilization. 

The approach described in this account melds ecological 

and evolutionary strategies commonly used to focus on species 

diversity with neuroanatomical investigation. Besides the 

neurobiologically well studied 'prototypes' e.g. calliphorids 

and Drosophila melanogaster, the Diptera contain genera which 

together encompass a large number of body forms, flight 

dynamics, and visual behaviors. Differences in habitat and 

ecological niches have resulted in the specialization of many 

different taxa. Ecologists deal with behavioral adaptations 

to specific ecological demands in different species and are 

well familiar with the great amount of diversity and variation 

between them. Researchers using neuroanatomical and 

neurophysiological methods can identify specific subunits of 

neurons that output to identifiable motor pathways and 

neuromuscular systems. The main focus of this thesis is to 

merge these two areas of research, and thereby gain new 

insights and perspectives in both disciplines. 

The central focus of this study is to combine 

observations on insect behavior and evolution, with 

neuroanatomical analysis, in order to ask questions about how 

specific behavioral traits are reflected by the central 
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organization of nervous systems, and whether specific 

evolutionary trends can be ascribed to them. The rationale is 

to determine the relationships between: 1) specific 

differences in the circuits known to underlie a behavior, 2) 

external morphologies pertinent to that behavior, and 3) 

variations of behavior typical of species and habitat. Most 

studies of the neuronal basis for behavior focus on an 

organism's reaction to certain stimulus conditions. In 

contrast to this, the present approach is less orthodox, but 

no less informative, and its purpose is to pursue comparative 

neurobiology in a wider sense, focusing on the evolutionary 

response by the nervous system to adaptations that have 

resulted in specific morphological and dynamic constraints on 

the organism as a whole. The integration of comparative 

neuroanatomy with behavioral, ecological, and evolutionary 

aspects has little precedent in invertebrate neurobiology and 

contributes to the emergent discipline of evolutionary and 

ecological neurobiology. A few comparative "evolutionary" 

neurobiological studies have been performed on arthropods and 

these mainly focus on the molecular (Franciolini 1989, Hille 

1989) or ultra structural level (Shaw 1989, Shaw and 

Meinerzhagen 1986, Shaw and Moore 1989), rather than on the 

level of identifiable structures such as receptors (Paulus 

1989), neurons or neuronal circuits (review: Arbas.et all 

1991, Paul 1989, King 1983). 
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1.1.2 General Question 

Can the hybridization of ecological and neurobiological 

strategies provide novel insights for either discipline? Some 

fundamental questions to which this work will contribute are: 

1. How is evolution expressed by adaptive changes in 

nervous systems ? 

2. How does the nervous system adjust to specific 

environmental demands? 

3. Is there evidence for ordered evolutionary changes of 

specific neural and behavioral traits? 

4. Among related species showing specific differences in 

behavior, what elements of the nervous system are conserved 

and which elements show the greatest variation? Are 

evolutionary changes more likely to appear at the peripheral 

level or at the first few synapses with 1^^ and 2^^^ order 

neurons. Or, are evolutionary differences more likely to be 

expressed at deeper levels of integration that bear direct 

relevance to the motor output? With respect to the visual 

system, these questions would target neurons in the lamina and 

medulla neuropils versus neural arrangements in the 

"optomotor" neuropil of the lobula plate. 

5. Can comparative studies of neuronal organization in 

defined circuits and pathways help us to understand better the 

basic circuits underlying certain behaviors? 
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6. What can we conclude and predict about the rules and 

behavioral constraints of an organism by investigating the 

structural organization of its system ? 

7. Does behavior drive the evolution of neuronal circuits 

or does the elaboration of neuronal circuits allow specific 

behaviors ? 

1.2 IDENTIFIABLE NEURONS IN INSECTS, AND THE DIPTERAN 

VISUAL SYSTEM. 

1.2.1 The concept of the identifiable neuron 

Insects are invaluable for comparative neuroanatomical 

studies. Although their brains may comprise many hundreds or 

thousands of neurons, most nerve cells are uniquely 

identifiable as having specific morphologies, locations, and 

populations. Thus, each morphologically identifiable neuron (a 

neuron species or type) is characterized by its Gestalt and, 

ideally, also its physiological properties. A "uniquely 

identifiable neuron" (Kupfermann and Weiss 1978) is defined as 

a specific type of neuron, recognizable in different 

individuals of the same species. This feature also allows 

comparisons between different taxa because neurons in common 

can also be easily recognized. On the other hand, even 

amongst closely related insect species, there exists both 

amazing morphological diversification amongst neurons as well 
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as clearly definable but different motor programs. Thus, if a 

basic "blueprint" for a cellular organization underlying, say, 

visual motion reception can be recognized in a species group 

that shows discrete behavioral differences, then we can 

legitimately ask if, and to what degree, such functional 

differences can be correlated with specific variations in 

neural arrangements. 

1.2.2 The dipteran visual system 

In many dipteran species, vision appears to be the 

dominant modality, with up to 70% of all the neuronal tissue 

within the brain devoted to visual tasks (Strausfeld, 1976) . 

The functional organization of the visual neuropils in 

Muscoidea and in Oestrroidea has been the focus of intense 

research for 20 or more years, making the dipteran optic lobes 

one of the best understood visual system of any animal. Many 

morphological types of neurons have been described and 

identified individually, and some have been related to 

specific circuits, physiological pathways, and behaviors. For 

example, in the optic lobes certain higher order neurons are 

specialized for wide field (Hausen, 1981, 1984) or 

directionally selective (Franceschini et al. , 1989) motion 

detection , others for figure-ground discrimination (Egelhaaf, 

1985b), others in the recognition and tracking of small moving 

targets (Gronenberg and Strausfeld, 1992). However, despite 

abundant information about such elements in a few dipteran 
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species, almost nothing is known about the variability of 

neuronal structures amongst different Diptera. 

The visual system of flies has been found to be of 

particular interest because of an apparent convergent 

evolution with vertebrate visual systems with respect to a 

system of computational networks that separately process 

chromatic and achromatic information, the latter devoted to 

the computation of motion related events. 

This study focuses specifically on this motion-sensitive 

"magnocellular" pathway, which in vertebrates (Livingstone and 

Hubel, 1987,1988), as in insects (Kaiser, 1975), has been 

found to be the fastest visual pathway. In both groups, 

visual information is collated from large areas of the visual 

field by special directionally-selective wide-field motion 

sensitive neurons. 

1.3 THE DIPTERA: A DIVERSE GROUP 

1.3.1 The phylogenetic range of the diptera 

Diptera are an extremely diverse order, containing more 

than 80,000 small to medium sized species (Remane, Storch and 

Welsh, 1986). During this century several different 

systematists variously classified the different suborders and 

families. Dipteran phylogeny has been based on morphological 

and fossil evidence (Griffith, 1972; Rhodendorf, 1977). One 

of the first phylogenetically oriented classifications was 
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performed by Henning (1973) Recently these classifications 

have been reevaluated and combined with newer data. This 

results in the general agreement that within the order 

Diptera, the suborder Brachycera and the Muscomorpha are to be 

considered as monophyletic groups while the Nematocera are 

considered a paraphyletic group, since not all descendants of 

a common ancestor are part of that group (Wood 1989). A more 

recent classification of the Nematocera has been made by Wood, 

and Borkent (1989). The 'orthorrhaphous' Brachycera have been 

re-classified by Woodley (1989), and the Muscomorpha by 

McAlpine (1989). This classification, combined with the link 

made between the Nematocera and Brachycera by Hackmann and 

vaisanen (1982), is the basis for the phylogenetic 

relationship of the dipteran families investigated here and 

summarized in Fig.l. Since neuroanatomical investigation is 

labor intensive, only nine taxa have so far been studied in 

detail. They are used to compare neuronal structure to those 

taxa which have been used to establish the neurobiological 

knowledge so far. The selected taxa, their phylogenetic 

relationship, and their basic morphologies, are summarized in 

Fig.2. 

1.3.2 Ecological and Morphological diversity 

Dipterans can be found in a variety of different 

habitats, populating almost all parts of this planet. 

Representatives vary greatly in size, with many different 
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forms that are adapted to a great variety of different 

habitats. 

Dipterous body shapes range from long and thin, presumed 

to be aerodynamically fairly stable, to bulky and presiimably, 

aerodynamically less stable but fast and maneuverable in 

flight. In addition to gross morphological differences in 

basic body shape, differences in the organization of compount 

eye facets have been described (Land 1989). As much diversity 

as amongst their external morphologies, and preferred habitats 

also can be found amongst their behavioral and ecological 

adaptations. Certain families are fairly flexible in their 

life styles, being well adapted to live in different habitats 

and distributed in many climatic regions. Others are highly 

specialized and restricted to highly specific habitats. Within 

the Diptera, several different lines are specialized as 

obligate parasites. In some species the females require a 

blood meal in order to initiate yolk production, making them a 

focus for research on vector born diseases. 

Differences among dipteran families and genera can be 

ascribed to phylogenetic origin as well as to ecological 

adaptation. While most of the Nematoceran representatives 

generally are slow moving and have long appendages, other 

species have refined their flight versatilities and aerobatic 

skills, seemingly at the cost of aerodynamic stability. 

According to fly phylogeny (Fig. 1,2), species with ancestral 

flight capeabilities are characterized by slow flight and show 
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little aerodynamic accuracy, whereas other species have a 

range of highly adapted behaviors, including rapid target 

oriented flight, elaborate in-flight visual courtship 

displays, and visual pursuit and interception (Land and 

Collett 1974), In addition, many species have evolved 

adaptive behavioral specialization's that drastically 

influence their flight behavior. One of these modifications, 

for example, is hovering flight which can be observed in many 

different families, such as drosophilids, syrphids or 

bombyliids. Other genera have evolved precise tracking 

capabilities which allows them to target conspecifics during 

flight. Tracking requires good vision and high 

maneuverability. These features can be found among 

phylogenetically distant families such as tabanids and 

simuliids (Dowens 1991). In other species it is not the male, 

but the female that has evolved specialized acuity for the 

pursuit of small targets. For example, the female of some 

bombyliid species follows an insect host in order to deposit 

her eggs at the nest entrance of the host (Hall 1981). In 

others, such as asilids, both sexes are adapted for target 

location and interception. 
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Fig.l: Phylogenetic relationship of the major 
Dipteran families. The Nematocera have been classified by Wood 
and Borkent (1989). The 'orthorrhaphous' Brachycera have been 
classified by Woodley (1989), and the Muscomorpha by McAlpine 
(1989). This tree summarizes those classifications, and the 
combination of the phylogenies has been established after 
Hackmann and vaisanen (1982). The thick lines lead to taxa 
which are investigated neuroanatomically in this study. 
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1.4 CENTRAL QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS 

Diptera represent the evolution of a large variety of 

body shapes, nocturnal or diurnal habits, coloration, mimicry 

and a variety of visually controlled flight performances. 

Within several evolutionary lines there has been a general 

trend towards higher maneuverability and rapid flight, which 

might favor sophisticated visual control mechanisms. Thus, 

the specific questions posed here are: 

1) Are there any anatomical differences in identifiable 

neurons among dipteran representatives of 9 different species, 

each with characteristic body shapes and flight behaviors? If 

there are such differences, how are these expressed, and at 

what level in the nervous system do they occur, and in which 

form and to what extend do they occur? 

2) Does the inherent instability of short-bodied, high 

velocity, aerobatic insects, require specialized neural 

mechanisms for detecting perturbation and sudden shifts of the 

visual surround? Such is suggested by wide field "Vertical" 

(VS) and "Horizontal" (HS) neurons of cyclorrhaphan Diptera 

that contribute to premotor pathways leading to flight motor 

circuits, and which are supplied by the magnocellular pathway 

3) If the evolution of flight maneuverability has been 

at the cost of stability, do less maneuverable (and more 

stable) Diptera have similar or more rudimentary wide-field 
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motion detection neurons? Do flies with special aerobatic 

abilities (e.g. sideways and backward hovering flight of 

syrphids), or endowed with ballistic target interception as in 

asilids, show specific modifications of Calliphora - like 

magnocellular pathways? 
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2 METHODS 

Most of the species investigated were collected in the 

vicinity of Tucson from Summer 1992 to fall 1993. Some of the 

bombyliid and syrphid specimens were collected in the Sonoran 

desert of Mexico, close to Kino bay. Tabanids were collected 

at the Gila National Forest in mid-July 1992. Culicids were 

obtained from the laboratory colony of the Center of Insect 

Science, University of Arizona, and simuliids were received 

from breeding facilities of Dr. Cupp, University of Arizona. 

Specimens collected in the field, were brought back to the lab 

alive where they were decapitated, the head capsule opened, 

and fixed in 2.5% Glutaraldehyde in 1.6% cacodylate buffer, pH 

6.8. A variety of different staining methods were performed. 

They are described below. 

Ethyl gallate staining with osmium ethyl gallate: This 

method was used for general staining of all investigated 

species. The basic procedure is as described by Strausfeld and 

Seyan, (1985). For large specimens with dense tissue, such as 

asilids and tabanids, the staining time in ethyl gallate was 

increased to 3h at 0°C, and Ih at 20°C. After staining the 

brains were dehydrated and embedded in soft Durcopan, 

polymerized and sectioned at 10 -15 |lm on a sliding microtome. 
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Golgi impregnation: After 2 days fixation at 20°C, 

animals were stored in buffer. Before staining specimens were 

washed in 0.1 M Millonigs (1961) phosphate buffer for 48h, and 

then transferred in 1% 0s04, diluted 1:20 with 2.5% potassium 

dichromate, and processed following standard procedures. 

After chromation, the head capsule and compound eyes were 

further opened immediately before immersion in 0.75% silver 

nitrate. The brains were dehydrated, embedded in soft 

Durcopan, and serially sectioned at 30|im. 

Cobalt backfills: Animals were placed dorsal side down 

onto a platform. The thoracic ganglion was exposed ventrally, 

and separated from its peripheral nerves, but left attached to 

the cervical connective. The ganglion was isolated on a small 

plastic support, and surrounded by Vaseline so that it lay in 

a tightly sealed reservoir. The ganglion was leasioned with a 

razor blade splinter, and than immersed under distilled water 

to check for leaks. After 10s water was replaced with 5% 

aqueous cobalt nitrate solution, and left 2 - 6h at 20°C or 

overnight at 4°C. Heads were then separated, opened and 

placed in ringer solution where they were immersed for 10m in 

10 ml of ringer solution with five drops of ammonium sulfide 

(or for 3m in ringer through which was bubbled a continuous 

flow of hydrogene sulfide gas). After several washes in 

ringer solution, the brains were postfixed for 30 minutes in 

Gregory's (1980) synthetically aged Bouin. After several 
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washes in 70% ethanol, the brains were dissected out, 

dehydrated, permeabilized in propylene oxide, washed in 

absolute ethanol, and then subsequently rehydrated to 

distilled water. The brains were afterwards treated with a 

modification of Timm's silver intensification method 

(Strausfeld and Obermayer 197 6), then dehydrated, embedded in 

soft Durcopan, and serially sectioned 20 - 30 |lm. 

Ethyl Gallate - Neurohiotin / HRP staining: The animals 

were immobilized, and their thoracic ganglia were prepared as 

described for cobalt backfills. Each ganglion was exposed to a 

2% solution of Neurobiotin dissolved in 0.25m KCl for about 

24h at 4°C or 3 to 6 hours at room temperature. The tissue 

was fixed for 2 to 4 hours in 0.2 M Sorensens phosphate buffer 

(containing 1.3% Sucrose) at pH 6.8 and 4% paraformaldehyde. 

After 2h of fixation the brain was removed from the head 

capsule, and cleaned of any excess tissue. The brains were 

washed thoroughly, dehydrated to propylene oxide and 

rehydrated back to phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). Tissue was 

immersed for 8-15 hours at 20°C with avidin-horseradish 

peroxidase. After extensive washing in phosphate buffer, pH 

7.2 the tissue was processed in DAB solution. (0.05% 

diaminobenzidine in Tris-buffer, pH 7.2 - 7.6). Finally, the 

tissue was washed in cacodylate buffer and kept for Ih at 0°C 

in 1% 0s04, raising the temperature to 20°C during a second 

hour. After washing, tissue was placed in saturated ethyl 

gallate solution for Ih at 0°C and than allowed to achieve 
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room temperature during a further Ih. Brains were dehydrated 

and embedded in soft Durcopan. Serial sections were made at 

15 - 3 0 ̂ m. 

Camera lucida reconstruction of giant lobula plate 

neurons were made from ethyl gallate stains of syrphids, 

simuliids, and bombyliids. Drawings of medullary neurons and 

some lobula plate tangentials are from Golgi impregnations. 

Reconstruction of giant lobula plate neurons in asilids 

employed cobalt stains. 
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3 RESULTS 

3 . 1 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE MAGNOCELLULAR PATHWAY OF 

CALLIPHORIDS AND THEIR COMPARISON TO SPECIES OF SEVEN OTHER 

DIPTERAN FAMILIES 

3.1.1 Retinotopy and concurrent channels: The 

cyclorrhaphan "archetype" 

Beneath the compound retina, the dipteran optic lobes are 

organized into concentric retinotopic neuropils, of which the 

deepest supply central brain regions, called optic foci. 

Optic foci receive bundles of axons, mainly from the lobula 

complex of the optic lobes, and are invaded by dendrites of 

interganglionic interneurons leading to other brain areas and 

/or the thoracic ganglion. 

The optic lobes consist of five regions: the lamina, 

outer and inner medulla, and the lobula complex, the latter 

divided into the lobula and the lobula plate (Fig.3), the last 

two collectively known as the lobula complex. In the blowfly 

Calliphora, housefly Musca and the fleshfly Sarcophaga, the 

cellular organization of the optic lobes has been studied in 

great detail. Calliphora here serves as a reference for 

drawing comparisons amongst other species. 
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Fig. 3: The dipteran magnocellular pathway. 
Visual information of each ommatidion is processed in three 
major neuropils: lamina (LA), medulla (Me) and the lobula 
complex, comprising lobula (Lo) and Lobula Plate (LP). Large 
tangential neurons of the LP project to the mid brain, where 
they terminate at the dendrites of large descending neurons. 
These project into the thorax ganglion, where they supply neck 
and wing motor neurons. The inset schematizes the major 
neurons of the pathway in the optic lobes. Ll, L2; lamina 
monopolar cells; iTm, intrinsic columnar neurons linking the 
outer and inner medulla; Tml, type 1 transmedullary neurons 
linking the outer medulla to the outer stratum of the lobula. 
T4 and T5, the bushy T-cells supplying the lobula plate. 
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Photoreceptors in each ommatidium consists of six "short 

axoned" receptors (Rl to R6) accompanied by 2 long-axoned 

receptors {R7 and R8) . In cross section, the R1-R6 retinula 

cells are separate from each other and are arranged as an 

asymmetric rhomboid around R7 and R8, whose rhabdomeres are 

situated in tandem, one on top of the other (Hardie 1986) In 

any ommatidium the optic alignments amongst R1-R6 differ from 

a common alignment shared by R7/R8. However, six ommatidia 

having the same rhomboid configuration contain a set of R1-R6 

and a R7/R8 pair that share the same optical alignment. This 

set is called a visual sampling unit (VSU). The R1-R6 axons 

of a VSU converge to the same columnar subunit of synaptic 

neuropil in the lamina while the R7/R8 pair of the VSU 

projects alongside that optically relevant column (termed an 

optic cartridge). R7 and R8 axons enter an equivalent column 

in the medulla, via the first optic chiasma. 

R1-R6 axons to a cartridge converge onto lamina monopolar 

cells (LMC's) which relay information from the lamina to the 

medulla (Vigier 1907a,b; 1908) . Five monopolar cells are 

associated with each cartridge, the two largest of which (Ll, 

L2) appose presynaptic sites in R1-R6 (Frohlich and 

Meinertzhagen 1982). Like the R1-R6 receptors, Ll and L2 have 

a wide working range and mostly have dual peak spectral 

sensitivity to blue / green (Smola and Meffert 1979). 

There is good evidence for at least two concurrent 

pathways through the optic lobes, one carried by Rl to R6, the 
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other by R7/R8. Physiological evidence suggests that contrast 

signals are detected by R1-R5 over a wide spectrum of 

wavelength and intensities. Ll and L2 are highly sensitive to 

intensity fluctuations and 10 times more efficient than the 

receptors themselves (Laughlin 197 6; Laughlin and Hardie 

1978) . R7 and R8 on the other hand generally have less 

contrast sensitivity, operate over a smaller intensity range 

and are spectrally tuned to specific wavelengths. The 

existence of two receptor subsystems suggests that the visual 

information is carried by two parallel pathways, one 

achromatic, intensity and contrast sensitive, the other bi- or 

trichromatic color-sensitive and contrast insensitive. In 

Calliphora, the small-field retinotopic neurons in the medulla 

associated with Ll, L2, and supplying wide-field lobula plate 

neurons, have large axon diameters relative to other medulla 

columnar neurons. Thus, Ll, L2 and their associated elements 

(described later), are here termed the "magnocellular" 

pathway. They are distinct from R7 and R8 and a smaller 

monopolar cell {L3), which together are thought to provide 

color sensitive channels to many small axon -diameter neurons 

in the medulla the axons of which input to assemblies of 

columnar neurons in the lobula. This second pathway has been 

named "parvocellular", by analog to color-coded pathways in 

primate retina (Livingstone and Hubel, 1987,1988). 

Monopolar cell axons project to the medulla, conserving a 

retinotopic, but reversed map of the retinal array of VSU'S. 
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Each VSU is thus represented by a discrete column. Golgi 

studies suggest that an invariant number of neuron types 

comprise each column in the medulla. Of these neurons one 

subset serves the magnocellular pathway, while others are part 

of the parvocellular R7/R8 mediated pathway. In both systems 

neurons arborize at different but specific layers, thus giving 

rise to a highly stratified organization throughout the 

medulla. Each stratum can be expressed as a percentage of 

medulla depth (Strausfeld and Lee 1991) and any neuron's 

arborization can thus be precisely related to any other. Here 

all depth relationships are given in % depth of neuronal parts 

relative to the total depth of either the outer or inner 

medulla layer. All interspecific comparisons can be 

standardized according to this principle. For example, L2 LMC 

terminals match, in depth, the outer dendritic processes of 

the transmedullary intrinsic iTm and the trans-medullary 

projection neuron Tml. Indeed, the detailed match between 

layer relationships is so precise as to imply (though not 

prove) functional contiguity between L2 and both iTm and Tml. 

This view is strengthened by comparing depth relationships 

between the same cell types in other Diptera, such as in 

Drosophila (Fischbach and Dittrich 1989). In Calliphora iTm 

neurons project centrally to the inner layer of the medulla 

where their terminals partly coincide in depth with the 

dendrites of "bushy" T4 cells. In contrast, Tml neurons 

project through and out of the medulla, to end in the 
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outermost layer of the lobula. In the medulla, Tml gives rise 

to a few small swellings at about 15% of the inner medulla 

layer well distal to the level of T4 cells. However, the Tml 

endings in the outer layer of the lobula share that level 

exclusively with a second set of bushy T-cells, called T5 

neurons, which are almost identical in shape to T4. Cobalt 

studies (Strausfeld and Lee 1991) suggest that, at the deepest 

layer of the medulla three iTm terminals lie within the 

dendritic domain of a single T4 cell. The dendrites of 

neighboring T4 cells thus overlap, and at least 4 identical T4 

cell axons leave each medulla column for the lobula plate. 

Similarly, Cobalt studies suggest that each T5 cell receives 

at least 4 Tml terminals , and that each retinotopic locus in 

the lobula gives rise to four T5 axons to the lobula plate. 

Radioactive deoxyglucose labeling in Drosophila during 

visual motion stimulation (Buchner et all 1979), reveals 

heightened metabolic activity at the medullary levels of iTm, 

Tml, and at the level of T4 dendrites. There is heightened 

activity at the level of T5 in the lobula, suggesting the 

functional significance of these levels for motion computation 

(Buchner and Buchner, 1983; Bausenwein and Fischbach, 1992a). 

Electron microscopy of T4 and T5 cells demonstrates that the 

endings in the lobula plate are pre-and post synaptic to one 

another and, at some level, shows that both are presynaptic to 

lobula plate wide-field neurons (Strausfeld and Lee, 1991). 
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There are two major types of wide-field neurons: small 

diameter axon neurons that conduct by spikes and which usually 

project contralateral from the lobula plate (Hausen and 

Egelhaaf 1989), and large axoned tangentials that terminate 

ipsilaterally, usually conducting by graded potentials, 

showing positive or negative DC shifts depending on the 

direction of the motion stimulus (Hengstenberg 1982). Two 

classes of these neurons have been described from 

calliphorids, muscoids and drosophilids (Fischbach and 

Dittrich, 1989). These are: the horizontal motion sensitive 

giant neurons (HS) and vertical motion sensitive giants (VS). 

In these groups, 3 HS cells have their dendrites disposed at 

the distal surface of the lobula plate (Hausen 1984), and 9 -

11 VS cells have their dendrites mainly in the deepest strata 

of this neuropil (Hengstenberg, Hausen and Hengstenberg, 

1982). T4 and T5 cells project to both outer and deeper 

strata, ending at 4 discrete levels (Strausfeld and Lee 1991; 

Fischbach and Dittrich 1989). In Drosophila, each level shows 

heightened metabolic activity in response to prolonged 

stimulation with a grating stimulus moving in a specific 

orientation and direction (Buchner and Buchner 1983,1984; 

Bausenwein and Fischbach 1992a). 

3.1.2 Interspecific comparison of medullary neurons 

It is known that many species of cyclorrhaphan Diptera 

are visually sexually dimorphic. In male Calliphora, areas of 
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high visual acuity are represented in the lobula by sets of 

male-specific neurons the dendrites of which are restricted to 

that part of the retinotopic mosaic representing the high 

acuity area of the retina (Gilbert and Strausfeld 1991, 

Strausfeld 1991). In asilids, both sexes have areas of high 

acuity, and both sexes pursue prey, suggesting that acuity 

areas are specialized for object detection, interception and 

pursuit. 

In the case of bibionids (Zeil 1979; 1983) and simuliids 

(Kirschfeld, 1976), males have large facet turban eyes that 

are separated sharply from small faceted downward-viewing 

retinae (Fig. 19). In female simuliids, the whole eye 

comprises small faceted ommatidia whereas in female bibionids 

the eye is downward viewing and covers the lower half of the 

head only. As is described below, the male optic lobe 

neuropils of these two groups are also divided and appear 

quite distinct. Comparing medullary neurons of these species 

has been exclusively from "male" medulla. 

Comparisons between culicids, simuliids, tabanids, 

bombyliids, syrphids asilids and calliphorids are irrespective 

of sex. Neurons of similar general shape can be easily 

identified in individual species and can be directly compared 

between different species. 

In all species, the medulla is organized into two 

concentric layers, an outer 2/3 of the ganglion, and an inner 

layer of 1/3 separated by a layer of large oblique fibers, the 
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serpentine layer. Inputs from the lamina terminate exclusively 

at the outer medulla. Each type of afferent is precisely 

related to a certain depth or "stratum" which can be expressed 

as a percentage of total neuropil depth. In calliphorids, Ll 

neuron endings are characterized by swellings close to the 

outer border of the medulla, and a bilobate like structure 

between 25% and 48% depth of the neuropil layer (Fig. 4) . A 

very similar organization is found in tabanids (Fig 8) . which 

posess three distinct lobes. In asilids, swellings are 

distributed down the outer 3/4 of the axon, as far as the 

terminal swelling (Fig. 6). In bombyliids and syrphids on the 

other hand, similar swellings are confined to two concrete 

layers, one of them at 10%- 24%, like the outer swelling of 

Calliphora, whereas the second swelling has no homologue in 

calliphorids and resides at 51 -54% (Fig.5,7). Ll terminals 

in calliphorids and in other species match in depth of the 

terminals of L4 and L5 neurons (Figs. 4-9). Thus, bombyliids 

and syrphids possess additional varicosities on L4 and L5 

neurons at the layer of the additional swelling of Ll. In 

Dolichopodids L4 has not yet been identified, but the layers 

of Ll correspond directly to the layers of L5. The Ll 

terminal in simuliids and in culicids has extensive swellings, 

reaching from the layer of L2 terminals to the proximal part 

of the Ll terminal. The terminals of these monopolar cells 

can again be identified according to the layers at which they 

terminate, and the level at which swellings can be observed. 
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Although some variation in the exact depth percentage can be 

observed between species, in each case the L2 terminals 

correspond in depth with the dendritic fields of Tml neurons, 

the next level of relays. L2 terminals in calliphorids have 

two dense swellings extending vertically at either side of the 

terminating axon. Similarly, in syrphids, and bombyliids, the 

axon bifurcates as a pair of swellings tips of which are more 

clearly separated from each other than in Calliphora (Fig. 4,5 

and 7) . Asilids and tabanids have L2 terminals which 

bifurcate deep in the medulla. In both groups, the terminal 

axon is decorated with varicosities. In asilids these are 

irregularly distributed, in tabanids they are regular, 

occurring at the same levels on different L2 endings. L2 

neurons in simuliids and culicids have dense and homogenous 

processes along the inner portion of the terminal, reaching 

10% to 56% of the outer medulla's depth. 

Outputs from the medulla to the lobula plate alone 

originate from the medulla's inner layer. These outputs 

comprise the T4 cells whose dendrites are restricted to 70% -

100% of the inner most layer . Because T4 dendrites are 

separated from the lamina input, they must receive lamina 

information via intervening relays. The most obvious 

candidate for this is the intrinsic iTm neuron, the basic 

shape morphology of which is conserved in all species. The 

diagnostic feature of the iTm in calliphorids is a swollen 

recurving terminal which occupies from 3 0% - 100% of the inner 
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medulla. ITm has dendritic branches in the outer layer of 

the medulla, precisely at the level of Li and L2 terminals 

(73% to 96% and 4% to 32%). This layer relationship and basic 

morphology is also observed in syrphids and simuliids. In the 

latter, the outermost iTm dendrites appear to be diffuse 

rather than bistratified, an arrangement that corresponds to 

the overlap of Ll and L2 in depth. Exceptions to a 

Ca i i iphori d-like organization of iTm are in asilids, 

bombyliids and tabanids. In asilids and bombyliids, the layer 

relationship of iTm swellings in the outer medulla is like 

those of iTm's in calliphorids. However, in the inner medulla 

the iTm axon is extremely slender. In tabanids, iTm's main 

dendrites correspond in depth only to the outer-most 

varicosities of L2, In culicids a profile reminiscent of itm 

has been recognized but has an axon extending into the second 

optic chiasma. 

Tml is the second major neuron type of the magnocellular 

pathway, associated with afferents supplying the outer 

medulla. In calliphorids, this neuron is characterized by a 

narrow elongated dendritic tree situated at the level of L2 

terminals. At between 25% to 65% depth of the inner medulla, 

its axon provides a characteristic zone of thick varicosities. 

The axon extends out of the medulla into the second optic 

chiasma where it extends to the outer-most stratum of the 

lobula. A similar arrangement can be found in bombyliids and 

tabanids. In the latter, Tml dendrites in the outer medulla 
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are stratified into 4 layers, corresponding to the percentage 

depth (18 - 44%) of the stratified specializations from the 

tabanid L2 neuron. In syrphids, the deepest Tml dendrites 

arise at the same depth level (56%) as in calliphorids, but 

they extend further into the medulla, corresponding to the 

deeper penetration of the swellings of L2 neurons. In 

syrphids, Tml processes in the inner medulla branch off as 

thick swellings tapering from the axon (Fig. 5) . In asilids 

(Fig. 6), the basic organization of the Tml neurons is 

similar, except that the axon is thinner than in calliphorids. 

The Tml dendritic arborization in the outer medulla of asilids 

reach to the outer surface of the neuropil. In simuliids and 

culicids (Fig. 9) the dendritic branches of Tml are sparse and 

distributed almost over the entire depth of the outer and 

inner medulla. In the former the tips of the dendrites 

penetrate further into the tissue than in the latter. 

In Calliphora Tml terminates in the lobula"s outer most 

stratum where it provides varicose terminals amongst the dense 

bushy dendritic fields of T5 neurons. In appearance, T5's are 

almost identical to T4 neurons which occupy the innermost 70% 

-100% of the medulla's inner layer. T4 and T5 neurons are 

characterized by their dense branched processes arising from 

either side of a thick axon which extends to the lobula plate. 

A similar, but sparser arrangement of dendrites can be 

observed in syrphids. In bombyliids and asilids T4 and T5 

dendrites are mostly unbranched. In tabanids and bombyliids 
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T4 neurons occupy a marrow band of neuropil, about 70 - 100% 

of the inner layer. In simuliids, the bushy field of T4 

neurons is compact, the dendrites recurving on one side back 

to the axon. The field covers a smaller total area than the 

dendrites of T4 in Calliphora. 

The endings of T4 and T5 are in the lobula plate. They 

terminate as sparsely bifurcated varicose branches that 

project tangentially, parallel with the lobula plate surface, 

and oriented along the vertical axis of the retinotopic 

mosaic. T4 and T5 endings in Calliphora and Drosophila 

characteristically end at 4 levels in the lobula plate: in two 

of its outer strata, and at two of the deepest strata. These 

levels correspond with horizontal and vertical motion induced 

activity, as discussed later. 



CALLIPHORID 

4: Camera Lucifer drawings of a subset of 
magnocellualar neurons in Cslliphoira. Drawings partlv from 
Strausfeld (1976). 
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SYRPHID 

Fig. 5: Camera Lucifer drawings of a subset of 
magnocellualar neurons in syrphidae. 
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ASILID 

Fig. 6: Camera Lucifer drawings of a subset of 
magnocellualar neurons in asilidae. 
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BOMBYLIID 

Fig. 7: Camera Lucifer drawings of a subset of 
magnocellualar neurons in bombyliidae 
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Tm1? 
TABANID 

Fig. 8: Camera Lucifer drawings of a subset of 
magnocellualar neurons in tabanidae. 



SIMULID CULICID 

Fig. 9: Camera Lucifer drawings of a subset of magnocellualar neurons in 
simuliidae (left) and culicidae (right). ui 
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3.1.3 Lobula plate neurons in calliphorids: structure and 
function 

In calliphorids, intracellular studies of the 

organization of the lobula plate has resulted in the 

identification of approximately 20 morphologically and 

physiologically distinct classes of wide -field motion 

sensitive cells (Hausen 1981, review: Hausen and Egelhaaf 

1989) . The LP can be grossly divided into two zones, outer 

and inner, each defined by the main dendritic branches of HS 

and some VS neurons, respectively. However, its tangential 

neurons lie at many characteristic depths, as do its other 

cellular elements. Neurons near the outer surface of the 

lobula plate respond to visual motion stimulation in the 

horizontal plain. This layer can be further subdivided into 

two strata, in which neurons respond to front to back 

(progressive) motion succeed by neurons which respond to back 

to front (regressive) motion. Within these strata, the retina 

is represented by three large horizontal (HS) neurons, which 

not only respond to horizontal visual motion stimulation, but 

have their main dendritic branches oriented predominantly 

along the horizontal axis of the retinotopic map (Hausen 

1982a,b). An inner zone of the LP likewise is subdivided into 

strata in which neurons successively respond to upward or 

downward vertically oriented visual motion stimulation. In 

Calliphora this deeper level is dominated by 11 Vertical (VS) 
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cells, which extend their major branches along the vertical 

plane (Hengestenberg 1977, 1982; 1984; Egelhaaf 1985a,b). 

Besides HS and VS neurons which are mainly confined to the two 

separate zones, other tangentials define intermediate strata 

and have been suggested to respond to oblique orientations 

(Eckert and Bishop 1978). The extremely large axons (8-20|im 

in diameter) of HS and VS neurons terminate posteriorly and 

ipsilaterally in the lateral deuterocerebrum, where they give 

rise to several axon collaterals. HS terminals distribute 

amongst many descending neurons (DNs) onto which they 

establish electrical and chemical synapses (Strausfeld and 

Bassemir 1985b). VS neurons converge with ocellar 

interneurons onto descending and motor neurons associated with 

the neck motor system. Both HS and VS cells provide inputs to 

DNs supplying flight motor neuropil in the meso- and 

methathoracic ganglia. DN's also receive input from other 

sensory modalities (Hengstenberg 1988, 1993; Gronenberg and 

Strausfeld 1991,1992). Fig.3 shows a summary of the 

organization of successive relays of synaptic connections, 

showing the major contributors of the retinotopic mosaic. 

3.1.4 Interspecies comparison: Lobula Plate 

A Brachvcera: 

In Calliphora, although the combined dendritic field of 

the three HS neurons extend across the entire field of the LP, 
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their dendrites exhibit clear differences from the front to 

the back of the retinotopic mosaic, reaching highest density 

in regions representing the frontal retina. The dendritic 

field of each of the three neurons is confined to about a 

third of the total area, each slightly overlapping the next 

(Hausen 1984). The thick axons arise at the posterior edge of 

the lobula plate and extend to the midbrain (see above). 

The axons of 11 VS cells leave the LP as a bundle, dorsal 

and posterior to, and thus anatomically distinct from the 3 

large axons of the HS system. Typically, in the LP the axon 

of each VS neurons bifurcates into two thick processes 

extending vertically either side of the axon. These main 

vertical branches then give rise to regularly distanced 

smaller branches to provide the dendritic field along the 

dorsoventral axis. In Calliphora the diameter of VS cells, 

and the densest dendritic field, are largest in neuropil 

representing the more anterior part of the relayed visual 

field, successively decreasing in more posteriorly situated 

cells. The outermost 3 - 4 VS neurons have their dendrites all 

situated in deep layers of the neuropil. However, more 

posterior VS neurons differ: in the upper part of the lobula 

plate their dendrites reside at the level of HS neurons. In 

regions representing the lateral and ventral retina, their 

dendrites reside in deep lobula plate layers (Fig.10). 



Fig. 10: Organization of the giant tangential LP neurons in the reference 
species Calliphora. 
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In Drosophila the dendritic field of the 3 HS neurons 

overlap greatly. The axon diameter of the HS neurons, 

relative to their total size in Drosophila are larger than in 

Calliphora. Also the three anteriomost VS 2 - 4 neurons are 

characterized by an extended ventral main branch but lacks the 

large dorsally directed branch (Fig.11). VS 5 - 9 are very 

slender compared to their counterparts in calliphorids. 

In syrphids, a triplet of HS cells are elaborate In 

each, several large diameter branches, converge to a single 

axon deep in the tissue and the whole HS neuron is richly 

decorated with specializations, irrespective of its location 

relevant to the visual field.. At least 10 VS neurons are 

characterized by large diameter axons and main branches 

(Fig.12). In contrast with Calliphora, the diameters of these 

main processes do not decrease in size for anterior to 

posterior, nor do their dendritic fields. These are 

relatively broad along the horizontal axis, and overlap each 

other. 



Fig. 11: Organization of the giant VS neurons in 
Drosophila, based on a Golgi impregnation. 



Fig. 12: Organization of the giant tangential LP neurons 
in syrphidae. 
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In asilids, the LP is characterized by 6 or 7 HS-like 

neurons (Fig.13). However neither in ethyl gallate nor in 

cobalt stains have any larger diameter VS cells been found. 

The most dorsal HS cell has several large branches, the 

dendrites of which cover the entire dorsal half of the mosaic. 

The dendrites of each of the other HS neurons cover a much 

narrower horizontal field, and together their dendritic fields 

overlap extensively. 

The bombyliidae are closest relative to the asilids. 

Bombyliids clearly possesses HS neurons and typically 

bidirectionally oriented VS cells (Fig.14). So far, the only 

available staining of that species is by ethyl gallate which, 

in combination with an unusually thin and curved LP, impedes 

the exact reconstruction of all the neurons. 

In tabanids only the equatorial HS neuron is large, with 

a dendritic filed sublending a horizontal strip of the lateral 

retina. Ethyl gallate staining shows that they do however 

possess a well developed VS system. 
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Fig. 13: Organization of the giant tangential LP neurons 
in asilidae. 
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Fig. 14: Organization of the giant tangential LP neurons 
in bombyliidae. 
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B Nematocera: 

In tipulids and culicids a basic division into two layers 

can not be observed. In neither of the two species are HS or 

VS-like neurons found. However, within the un-stratified 

lobula plate tissue, ethyl gallate staining shows 2-3 large 

diameter axons leaving the posterior edge of the LP (Fig.15). 

The organization of their dendritic fields anterior to the 

large fibers remains unclear. 

In simuliids, the basic organization of the LP is highly 

influenced by the division of dorsal and ventral eyes the 

separation of which is reflected by the dorsoventral 

separation of all four neuropils, possibly reflecting two 

separate and peripherally autonomous pathways. Thus each eye 

is in possession of two LP's, each of which consists of a 

non-stratified layer of neuropil. The dorsal lobula plate is 

characterized by at least 5 VS like neurons. Wide diameter 

axons enter the LP at the ventral margin of the dorsal LP, 

curve dorsally and invest the LP parallel to its surface. In 

the ventral LP, at least 4 HS like neurons enter the neuropil 

as a bundle and than multiply bifurcate (Fig.16). The 

dendritic field of each of the HS neurons overlaps its 

neighbors. In simuliids, therefore, VS and HS have become 

entirely segregated to serve the upper and lower eyes, 

respectively. 
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Fig. 15 (next page): Organization of giant LP neurons in 
two nematoceran species: Ethyl gallate stain of tipulidae 
(top) and culicidae (bottom) showing the posterior part of the 
lobula plate. In each case at least three large neurons 
extend into the lobula plate. However neither HS nor VS like 
cells where found. 
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Fig. 16: Reconstruction of giant lobula plate neurons of 
male simuliids. While the dorsal half of the eye is 
represented by neurons with long vertical processes, the 
ventral half is represented by neurons reminiscent of 
Calliphora HS neurons. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

The investigation of 9 different dipteran species suggest 

a high degree of conservation of the different neuron types in 

the medulla. Ll, L2, Tml, iTm, and T4 neurons have been 

identified by their general Gestalten and depth relationship 

in almost all the investigated species. Small species-

specific changes have been observed in the exact abundance and 

percentage depth of vericosities in the outer and inner 

medulla. However the relative depth of neurons to each other 

appears to be conserved (see below). 

Far more dramatic changes have been observed at the level 

of the giant HS and VS neurons of the lobula plate. LP 

neurons have been found to vary not only in relative size and 

dendritic density, but also in their basic shape, the 

dendritic field, and their abundance. Generally a more 

elaborate representation of these neurons has been observed in 

species which behaviorally are characterized by high acrobatic 

skills and rapid flight. Asilids for example are 

characterized by 6 or 7 HS-like cells, which is about twice as 

many as in the reference taxon calliphorids, on the other hand 

no VS elements could be found. Fig.17 shows a summary of the 

LP organization and Table 1 a summary of all the main neurons 

which have been compared in this study. 
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A CULICIDAE, TIPULIDAE 

B ASILIDAE 

C TABANIDAE 

D SYRPHIDAE 

E CALUPHORIDAE 

Fig. 17: Summary diagram showing different types of 
lobula plate organization. Non-stratified lobula plate with 
only a few giant neurons at the posterior margin. B, 
Stratified lobula plate with HS neurons but no VS neurons. T4 
and T5 terminals end in the upper layer only. C, Horizontal 
and vertical neurons are present, but the HS neurons are 
small. Vs diameters are represented equal across the lobula 
plate. D HS and VS neurons are prominent. VS neurons have 
equal diameters from anterior to posterior. E Depth 
relationships of T4, T5 amd HS and VS neurons in Calliphora. 
VS neurons have larger diameters anteriorly than posteriorly. 
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4.1 VARIATION OF THE MEDULLARY NEURONS 

The identification of specific morphological types of 

medulla neurons across species suggests a high degree of 

conservation of the entire magnocellular system. This view is 

greatly strengthened when comparing the relative depth 

relationships of these cell types through the two main levels 

of the medulla (the outer medulla above the serpentine fibers, 

the inner medulla beneath). Using Sarcophaga as the standard 

for comparison, the following elements match up in depth, a) 

in the outer medulla: the swellings of the L2 terminal with 

the dendritic field of Tml ; likewise each of the two areas of 

varicosities of Ll, with the two dendritic fields of iTm. b) 

in the inner medulla: the terminal swellings of iTm with the 

bushy dendritic field of T4. In this section I discuss similar 

or identical matchings amongst the same morphological neurons 

in the investigated species. 

In all investigated species, swellings of Ll neurons 

correspond in depth with the decorated part of the axon of Tml 

in a similar way as in Sarcaphaga. Likewise the terminal 

swelling of L2 corresponds in depth with a single region of 

dendrites of iTm in the outer medulla. In tabanids that 

correspondence is even more strongly pronounced due to the 

coincident stratification observed in L2 and in iTm. 

Comparing the medullas of different representative 

species, and measuring the percentage depths of any type of 
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neuron, it is clear that there exists considerable variation 

regarding their depths of arborization. For example, Tml of 

calliphorids and syrphids have its outer processes lying 

between 15% and 55% of the outer medulla, whereas the 

homologous processes of Tml in tabanids lie between 16% and 

66% of the medulla. These differences are, however, useful 

indicators of possible functional relationships between Tml 

and its putative presynaptic neurons, such as L2. In each 

species, the depth of L2 varies, but this variation 

corresponds to the depths of Tml. L2 and Tml thus coincide 

within each species regardless of differences in their 

percentage depths between in each species. 

4.2 VARIATION OF LOBULA PLATE NEURONS 

In contrast to small field medullary neurons, 

quantitative as well as qualitative variation can be observed 

amongst neurons of the lobula plate. In Cyclorrhapha, which 

are capable of rapid flight, quick turns and precise chasing 

behavior (Land 1974) the probable function of the large LP 

tangential cells has been well documented. Physiological 

recordings reveal activity of each of the neurons to a visual 

motion stimulation in a specific orientation and region of the 

visual field (review: Hausen and Egelhaaf 1989). The notion 

that HS and VS neurons are involved in visual stabilization 

also comes from studies on the Drosophila mutant optomotor 
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blind (opm), in which VS and HS cells are absent, but in which 

the brain otherwise appears normal. Behavioral observations 

of the mutant show major deficiencies in optomotor reactions 

in response to wide field visual cues (Heisenberg et al 1978). 

Further evidence was presented by Buchner and Buchner (1984) 

through activity staining with 2-desoxy-D-glucose. 

Almost all of the dipteran families which have been 

investigated in this study, differ in specific aspects, from 

the flight style of the reference species Calliphora. They 

also differ in their external morphology. Fig.2 shows the 

phylogenetic relationship and camera lucida drawings of the 

basic outline of the body shape of each of the investigated 

taxa. The drawings of the different species have been scaled 

to similar size, to allow better comparison of relative 

differences in the body shape. 

4.2.1 Species with short bodies and rapid flight 

Several species are characterized by their short and 

bulky body. Each is capable of rapid flight, and all keep the 

legs close to the body during flight. In most cases there is 

a high degree of similarity between their HS and VS 

organization to the organization and that of calliphorids. 

a. Drosophil idae: The giant HS neurons of the LP have 

been previously described by Fischbach and Dittrich (1989) and 

the VS neurons by Heisenberg et al (1978). As in calliphorids 

the lobula plate is characterized by three large HS neurons. 

Likewise Golgi stains of LP tangentials show an extensive 
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elaboration of at least 3 VS neurons in Drosophila, each of 

which is characterized by one long axon, penetrating along the 

entire dorsoventral axis of the LP (Fig.11). 

Comparing the basic gestalt of the organism, the 

proportions of the different body parts appear to be more 

similar in the comparison of these two species, than they are 

for any other two species of the data set. However there is a 

considerable difference in the size of the two species. 

Calliphora is 3 to 5 times larger than Drosophila, which only 

reaches a maximum total length of 3 mm. This suggests that 

fast visual compensation is not only important for large 

insects, but also for small rapid flyers, even if these have 

greatly different Reynolds numbers and thus different 

aerodynamic properties. 

b.Svrpidae: In addition to a generally denser 

representation of LP tangentials in syrphids, the biggest 

deviation from calliphorids is the equal size of the VS 

neurons across the entire antero-posterior axis of the lobula 

plate. This means that, for the VS system the retinotopic map 

is equally well representated across the entire visual field. 

This contrast with calliphorids, where VS dendrites are 

densest in areas representing the frontal visual field. 

Calliphorids, however can only fly forward whereas 

syrphids are characterized by their precise and stable 

hovering flight, enabling them to fly sideways and even 
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backwards. Possibly the equal density of VS dendrites across 

the whole visual field reflects precise detection of local 

visual flow and thus enables hovering flight. 

c Bombvliidae: Bombyliids are characterized by at least 

5 giant VS, and at least 3 HS neurons The basic arrangement 

of the LP tangentials is reminiscent of calliphorids 

Bombyliids perform rapid flight, with sharp turns, as well as 

brief periods of hovering flight. The females of some species 

are known to follow other insects to their nest in order to 

oviposit at the nest entrance, and thus must be endowed with 

visual pursuit circuits. 

d.Tabanidae: Horse and deer flies, which often are a 

serious agricultural pest (Milne and Milne 1980), typically 

approach their prey items rapidly amd directly. Targeting is 

driven visually, and requires rapid avoidance movements to 

escape defensive movement of the legs and tail of the target 

organism. The organization of the lobula plate is 

characterized by several large vertical neurons, and one large 

HS neuron that sublends the visual field around the eye's 

equator. The other two HS cells have not been resolved. It 

is possible that such an arrangement reflects sideward flight 

which the tabanid performs approaching one target. However 

studies of other agricultural pests, such as Tsetse flies, 

well as different tabanid species, will have to be 

investigated to gain a better understanding of possible 

structural correlates to such specific behaviors. 
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e Simuliidae: In contrast to all the other short body and 

fast flying diptera which have been discussed above, simuliids 

are not part of the group of Brachycera, but part of 

Mematocera. This systematical division, as well as the 

phylogenetic reconstruction of the entire insect order implies 

a relatively older common ancestor between any Nematoceran 

representative and Calliphora than for any of the species 

within the Brachicera. The closest relatives of simuliids 

within this investigation are culicids and tipulids, which 

morphologically and in terms of flight style are very 

different and thus will be discussed in a later section . In 

contrast to them, simuliids have a far shorter body, short 

wings and legs, and can fly fairly rapidly. Male simuliids 

are known to chase after females during courtship behavior. 

In the courtship season, late spring and early summer females 

aggregate in big swarms, and males chaise the females, 

approaching them from below, and then mate during flight 

(Dowens 1991). Such a highly specialized behavior does not 

only require good pattern recognition and visual pursuit 

capabilities, but also good visual targeting mechanisms which 

allow a rapid and precise approach of the male. The simuliid 

eye organization shows major differences to the organization 

in calliphorids, mainly reflected by an overall division of 

the external eye and the optic lobes into separate dorsal and 

ventral halves. 
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4.2.2 Asilidae, an intermediate form 

Within the Brachycera, there is one group which differs 

both in its basic anatomical organization as well as in body 

morphology and basic flight style. These are the asilids. 

Their rapid flight is almost always strongly goal oriented and 

ballistic. Asilids are predatory flies which detect their 

prey visually while at rest. Once they see a potential prey 

item they rapidly take off and aim directly at the prey 

performing straight forward flight which lacks rapid turns. 

Once the prey is captured they almost immediately return to 

the ground. Morphologically, asilids are characterized by a 

long abdomen, which probably increases pitch stability. 

In calliphorids, it is rapid compensation of pitch which 

is thought to be mediated by at least some elements of the VS 

system. However, in asilids, there is an elaborate HS system, 

composed of at least seven large neurons, but no homolog to VS 

neurons. Thus it appears that the giant VS system is entirely 

absent. This is further supported by the fact that terminals 

of T4 and T5 cell project exclusively to the outer stratum of 

the LP (Fig. 18). In calliphorids this level has been 

identified as the level containing the HS neurons, whereas VS 

dendrites lie deep in the LP. In the corresponding deep 

stratum of asilids, no T-cell terminals were observed. This 

organization is very different from that of the closest 

investigated relative, the bombyliid, where HS and VS are 

segregated into two distinct levels (see above). 



Fig. 18: T4 and T5 cell terminals in the lobula plate. A: In asilids 
terminals are restricted to a layer which, in Calliphorids, is associated with HS 
neuron dendrites. Deeper layers of the lobula plate, which in Calliphora are 
associated with VS neuron do not contain T4,T5 terminals. In contrast in B 
bombyliid T4, T5 endings terminate as they do in Calliphora. 
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4.2.3 Species with extended bodies, and slow flight 

Culicids and tipulids are both distantly related to 

Calliphora. In contrast to the latter, the lobula plate 

contains fewer large elements. In culicids and in tipulids 

the LP lacks stratification into concrete zones and thus is 

distinguished from the Brachyceran species. In culicids and 

tipulids only a few, at most three, large diameter axons leave 

from the lobula plate at its posterior edge. Since they do 

not possess any thick processes aligned along the horizontal 

or the vertical axis they are difficult to compare with 

Calliphora HS, or VS neurons. The trajectory of the outgoing 

axon to the ipsilateral posterior slope (see Strausfeld and 

Gronenberg 1990) however suggests that those neurons may 

represent an ancestral form of HS and VS neurons. 

The flight style of mosquitos and crane flies is very 

different from that of calliphorids. They are slow and 

ponderous, and incapable of rapid turns and higher acrobatic 

skills such as hovering flight. During flight they extend 

their legs far from the body. In addition, their abdomen is 

extended, possibly providing intrinsic pitch stability. All 

these factors suggest that representatives of these two 

families do not require a fast-acting visual compensation 

pathway. 
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4.3 CONVERGENT EVOLUTION IN THE FLY VISUAL SYSTEM 

4.3.1 LP neurons in simuliids and in Brachycera 

Rapid flight and the elaborate organization of the lobula 

plate, differentiated into HS and VS cells has primarily been 

observed within the different Brachyceran species. However in 

addition to these species HS and VS-like components are also 

observed within black flies, which also posses rapid flight. 

Since neither tipulids nor culicids show any such components, 

simuliids and bibionids (see below) remain the only 

nematoceran species with giant LP neurons. As the few species 

in this suborder to have endured rapid flight, this has 

presumably evolved under the pressure of male to male 

competition in visual selection of the female. 

If large HS and VS type neurons are found only within the 

species that can fly rapidly, than phylogenetic considerations 

not only favor the independent origin of the rapid flight, but 

also the independent evolution of large-axon neurons in the 

LP. The number of nematoceran species which are considered in 

this investigation is, however limited, and a broader study 

that includes more nematoceran species is necessary to 

properly answer this question. However the homoplastic 

explanation is favored by the presence of large LP neurons 

excluseively in males. Females are characterized by a small 

LP, which shows greater similarity to the culicids and tipulid 

lobula plate than does the male one. 
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Rapid flight, and successful compensation of deviations 

of a desired flight path requires a rapid response by the 

system. A system that visually detects large field motion, by 

assessing bilateral changes of visual flow fields has to 

conduct rapidly to convey the information to the motor 

compensation components of the system. One way for rapid 

conductance is to increase the axonal diameter. Large 

diameter neurons are also typical of other neural pathways 

that mediate fast conductance of the system. One example is 

the giant descending neuron which mediates an escape jump 

(Holmqvist and Srinivasan, 1991). 

4.3.2 Simuliids and Bibionids 

Besides simuliids, there also is a second family of 

nematoceran diptera which mates during flight. The March 

flies, bibionids are also characterized by aggregations of 

females in large swarms, and by males which approach them 

rapidly from below. As in simuliids, the male bibionid eye 

dominates the surface of the head and is divided into a dorsal 

part with large facets, and a ventral part which looks more 

like the female eye (Fig. 19). The high degree of similarity 

however is not only represented within their behavior and 

external organization, but also in the basic organization of 

the nervous system where, as in simulids, there is a division 

of all the male visual neuropils. Male bibionids (Zeil 1979, 

1983) and male simuliids each possess two laminas, two 
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medullas, two lobulas, and lobula plates. However, the two 

families systematically are placed fairly far apart, which 

makes a phylogenetic explanation of the high degree of 

similarity rather unlikely (Fig. 20) . Although similar 

behavioral patterns could be consequence of similar neuronal 

adaptations there are profound differences in the 

representation of certain neurons. For example, in contrast 

to the segregation of VS and HS -like neurons to the dorsal 

and ventral LP of simuliids, both HS an VS like tangential 

neurons only have been found restricted to the dorsal LP in 

bibionids (Zeil, 1983). 
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Fig. 19 (next page): Comparison of Bibionids (left) and 
Simuliids (right) external morphology. In both cases the eye 
is divided sharply into a dorsal part with large ommatidia, 
and a ventral part, with smaller ommatidia. 
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Figure 20: Phylogenetic relationship of several dipteran 
species, demonstrating possible independent evolutionary 
origin of the divided eye. The position of several sister 
taxa, two of which possess divided eyes support the 
independent evolution. 
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